.HOU S.T.V. WORKS
You vbte by ranking the candidates in order of preferen ce I ,2,3 .... etc, not just by putting
Xs. If there are 50 candidates you can vote I to 50 even if there are only 30 places.
Your vote goes first to the candidate you have ranked no.l. If it does not help that candidate get elected (because s/he already has enough votes, or has very few votes), then your
vote
is transferred to your second preference. And so on.
. First the votes are counted according to the first preferences.
A quota is calculated by dividing the total number of votes by the number of places to be
filled, phu l*;-So if t6eie are 186 votes and 30 places to be filled, the quota is 186 divided
by

3l,i.e.

6.
a puota or more is elected at the

first count. Then votes arc transferred
Where elected candidates have a surplus over the quota, the surplus is transferred to the next
preferences. Candidates at the bottom of the poll are also eliminated, and aL their
votes trans-

ferred to their next preferences.
Thus the total votes cast are redistributed by transfers so that eventually
- in the example
grven
- 30 successful candidates all have 6 votes each (or maybe more for the last candidate to
be elected), and the remaining 6 votes (or fewer) are shared among the unsuccessful
candidate's. Almost every voter has directly helped to elect a candidate, either by his/her
first preference or by a lower preference.
The details of how the transfers are done are fairly complicated. Sligltly dift-erent methods
are possible - the one explained below, recommended by the Electoral Reform Society,
is
a bit more complicated than the one outlined by comrade Hughes (IB 45), but quicker.
But the basic principle is very simple. To understand it you don't need to understand flre
details. The basic advantage of STV is also simple that it ensures proportional representation. For exarnple, a group of 60 like-minded comrpdes,lvho vote for candidates representing
their views as top preferences are bound to get t O di,them elected, because they have l0
quotas of votes' It doesn't matter how many candidates come from that group,
or whether the
group all vote the same person no.1 or 20 dilferent people no.l . When the l0 quotas
of votes
are redistributed by transfers, we must end up with l0 candidates from the group liaving
a
quota each. If the group stands more than l0 candidates, then which of those ten gets
elected
will be determined by tho voters'preferences.

ADVANTAGES OVER THE X-VOTE (FIRST PAST THE POST)
T,he system

of comrades putting X

against the candidates they wish to support, and ilren
having those candidates with most votes elected, is simple to count. It has no other
advantages.
It has the following disadvantages which STV avoids.
a) Minorities get crushed,
b) Majorities can get crushed,
c) Factional voting is forced on voters,
d) The system is unstable and prone to freak results.
These faults are bad enough at the best of times. They are especially bad for us
now. An Xvote system would force our organisation into a sharp,factional division at the NC
elections.

'

Factional divisions should be dictated by political necessities, not by the technicalities
of
voting systems. The X-vote system could lead to major trends of opinion being
squee zed off
the NC. It could also produce a freak result.
a) Minorities get crushed

Suppose there is a conference of 100 with two factions, A and B. A has
60 votes, B has 40.
Then if eaeh faction votes factionally, A sweeps the board on the committee.
All its candidates
get 60 Yotes, all B's Set 40.

* Sometimes the quota is deftned as the number of votes divided by the number of places. This
produces much the same results, but more slowly.

This will not happen under STV. Suppose the committee is 5 menrbers: the A faction;rll
vote Al A2 A3 A4 A5; the B faction all vote 81 82 83 84 85.
The quota is 100 divided by 6,i.e. 16.6'7.
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So A gets 3 places, B gets 2.

In practice no voting pattern will be as neat as the pattems shown above. But the general
truth remains: under X-vote, even big minorities get squeezed out, while under STV they get
proportional representation.
b) Majorities can get crushed
conl-erence of 100 again: group A has 60 votes, B has 40. The committee is 5 members. Suppose group B is well-organised and has 5 candidates, but group A has

l. Take the example of r

10, and group A's yotes are evenly splead among their l0 candidates. 'Ihen each group A
candidate gets about 30 votes and the minority sweeps the boardl
2, A similar thing happ€ns if Sroup B puts forward 5 candidates, and votes solidly for them,
but group A, seeking a balanced committee, puts forward only 3 candidates and shares its
other votes evenly among the five B candidates.
Each A candidate gets 60 votes. Each B candidate gets 40 votes from group B voters, plus
two-fifths of the 60 A votes, i.e.24 - a total of 64. So group B sweeps the board.
3. The two effects can be combined. Suppose you have a conference of 72 diviCed 50/50
between group A and eroup B. The committee has four members. Everyone is non-factional
and votes for a committee rvhich is evenly balanced between A and B. But A has 8 candidates

-

and B has 4. So A's candidates get 9 votes each, and B's get

l8

votes each. B sweeps the

board.
Theie results would be avoided under STV.
l. In the first case: so long as all A voters give thet first ten preferences to A candidatet,
the 60 A votes after transfers cannot fail to give 3 A candidates at least a quota of 16.67 each.
2. ln the second case: so long as all A voters give their fhst three preferences to the three A
candidates, in whatever order, those three will get at least a quota each.
3. In the third sort of case - where group A's top preferences are widely spread among a lot
of candidates, and its middle preferences are given to candidates from different goups - it
is just about possible for A to be swept off the comnittee cven under STV. lf group A ballot
papers gct traruferred tfuough to goup B candidates without sufficient of them accumulating
on any one A candidate to stop him/her getting eliminated before the two least successful B
candidatcs, then A gets no-one elected. But this is very, very unlikely.

c) Factional voting is forced on voters.
The examples above show how under X-vote a minority with good factiona.l 'whipping' can
sweep thc board against a majority which is looser or more generous- Now of course the majority can-work thjs out too. So probably they won't be loose or generous! They will organise

their voting on a tight factional basis, too.
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DETAILS OF THE COUNT

l.

Count the first preferences.
2. Calculate the quota.
3. Candidates over the quota are
elected. Transt.er tireir srrrpluses,
sturting with the candidate
with the biggest surplus, to the seconcl
preferences on the ballot papers.*
4 . Suppose a candidate has
30 votes and the quota is 20.
Then the strrplus is l0 So we
transfer l0 votes. But which l0?
want to
It woultj be arbitrar,v- just to pick
l0 papers at random out of
the 30 ballot papers. What we
do is transfer all of the 30 papers _
but count each one at a
'transfer value' of only one-third
, so the total surplus of 10 is spread
evenly between those 30
papers. Similarly, if a canclidate
has 8 votes and the quotl
is 6 , then the surplus is 2
and each
moo,P*8fl las q lIansfelvatue.-61 2 divided by 8,i.e.%.
.*-%__-*

o

5. As a result

of these transfers, a candidate
who wasn,t over the quota
over it. S/he is electecl
to start with may go
and her/his surplus is
transferre d in turn.
6. The surplus from a candidate
who goes over the q uota
as a result of transfers
rna different way from surpluses
is transferred
arising at the first count.
Only the papers for the
transfers to that candidate
Iast lot of
are transf'erred further
The main justification for
cl oing it this way,
rather than transferring
is quicker and gives much
all the papers, is that it
the same result. Besides

that i t coultl be said that
plus comes only from
in this case the surthat last lot of transf'ers not
the previous votes
,
Suppose the quota is 2 0.
A candidate has I 5
then 20 papers with a transf-er
value of /z
- i.e. l0 votes - are transferred to her/him. S/hevotes,
now has 25 votes _ a surplus
That surplus of 5 is divided
of
5
among the 20 transferred papers
of % for the next transfer.
- giving each a transfer value
7 'lf the next preference on
a ballot paper is a ca.didate
alre.cry erected (or eliminated:
below), then the paper is transferreaio
see
trr" preference arter next.
If a paper to be transferred has no next preference
written ir, then it is taken out
count. For this reason it is worth using
of the
all your preterences.
If in the example above 5 of the tra-nsferred
prp.., have-no ,ext preference,
so that onry l 5
then the surprus or j i, rlivided
arnong rrrose I 5 and they have
a
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8' If we get to a point where no remaining
candidate (i.e. no candidate not yet
elected or eliminated) is over the quota, then we eliminate
the candidate with the lowest vote**.
Alternatively' if the lowest vote is so far behind the lowest-but-one
vore ilrrt even if all surpluses waiting
to be transferred went to it, it could not catch up,
then we elir,inate it and leave those
surpluses untransferred for the moment.
9' When candidates are eliminated, their papers are
transfcrrctj at tlr:ir r.ull value.
10' we carry on transferring, electing, and
eliminating until all the places on the committee
are
filled.
* If two
candidates have thi same
surplus, decide wltic,h
** If two candidates
to trartt;J'er Jirst by tossing
have th e same number
a cctin
of
votes, then lool; lur:k
of the count. If they have had
oyer the pret,iotrs rouncls
the same number oJ' t<ttes
tltrr.t ugltout tlte count,
to eliminate first by tossing a
decide v,hich
coin. If not, eliminate the
one thut ltud the lower vorc
most recent round at which
at the
they had different votes.

